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About This Game

In Adelantado 4 Aztec Skulls, you assume the role Master Miguel Sanchez as he leads an expedition across New Land. Use your
strategic skills to lead your expedition. Manage resources, collect gold, explore new territories and aid native locals as you

search for the legendary Aztec skulls. A captivating story and strategic gameplay await you.

challenge yourself with 4 different difficulty modes

play through 4 books of episodes and unlock bonus levels

gather resources and manage workers

search for secrets hidden on new land
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The first three Adelantado sit somewhere between time management and casual city-building sim, with long, sprawling levels
with lots of freedom in placing buildings and a focus on exploration. I have quibbles with some of their design and story
choices, but their unusualness made them interesting and memorable.

Adelantado 4, on the other hand, is basically a reskinned Roads of Rome: New Generation, with short levels and very little
freedom, and missing the exploration aspect that I liked so much about the earlier games in the series. It's fine for what it is, but
if I wanted Roads of Rome: New Generation, I would've just bought that instead.. Gameplay is nothing like the Adelantado
Trilogy, but it looks the same. Don't be fooled - unless you just love to look at it and not actually play it.
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